


Today’s Topic

Slow-Pitch Jerk Jigging
About Seafloor Control
Seafloor Control Jigs
Tackle Requirement



What is “Slow-Pitch Jerk”?
 It is a technique where the 

angler has to make 
movements with the rod 
and jigs action to imitate a 
wounded dying fish or a fish 
searching for shelter. 

 The concept and technique 
have been presented over a 
decade ago in Japan.

 This state-of-the-art jigging 
techniques that has been 
spreading all around Japan 
and elevating the game of 
jigging to another 
dimension. 



   Does “Slow-Pitch Jerk” works?
    -Yes

 It works for a wider range of fish species. (From fast-
swimming fish to bottom fish

 It works for a wider range of fish’s moods. (Not only 
when the fish is active, but also when they are not 
active.)

 It works for a wider range of sea conditions.
 It catches more fish.



Seafloor Control Jigs



About SFC
 Seafloor Control came spectacularly on the jigging 

scene in 2011. It’s led by a young leading jigger, 
Kazuhiro Hirota, who spent years under　
apprenticeship to Mr. Norihiro Sato.  Now we are the 
hottest jig maker that all the anglers from all around 
the world are eyeing to.



About Mr.Kazuhiro “ Kaz” Hirota
 Mr. Kazuhiro Hirota has 

been a pioneering leading 
slow pitch jigger with Mr. 
Norihiro Sato. Publicly he 
was nominated as 
successors of slow-pitch 
jerk by Mr. Sato.

 He is the leading slow-pitch 
jigger and the owner of 
Seafloor Control Co.Ltd.,





Type of Jigs
   SHORT

   SEMI-LONG

   LONG



How to choose your right jig.
Basically, (not on the drifting boat)

Depth of water (meter)  x    １．５～２　　

     For example,
          Depth of water (15om) = 210g to 300g

For faster water current or on the drifting boat, 
           =  choose heavier than basic. 



Basic Jig ( First to choose)  



　For Faster Current  



　For Slower Current



Summary
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Tackle Setting(Assist Hooks)
Basic type of Assist hook’s setting

Front & Rear
Split Ring
Jig Ring



































Falling Action



Sliding Action



Basic Jigs Action (CRANKY, RECTOR, GAWKY, SPUNKY)



Advanced Jigs Action (ARROW, ARK and ABYSS)





Spanker-Sail



What is “Slow-Pitch Jerk”?
 Utilizing the rod’s elasticity 

makes a metal jig turn 
aside.

 Then, move like a falling 
weak fish action

 The concept and technique 
have been presented by a 
man named Norihiro Sato 
over a decade ago.

 This state-of-the-art jigging 
techniques that has been 
spreading all around Japan 
and elevating the game of 
jigging to another 
dimension. 
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